Abstract-Studying and applications of fractional PIDs (FO-PID) are getting popular for controlling the systems, properly. With this idea, it is aimed to unveil the advantages of FO-PID over traditional integer order PIDs (IO-PID). At the same time, in this paper, artificial intelligence techniques which are particle swarm optimization and genetic algorithm are used to determine which one have more effectiveness and to find system best parameters for both controllers. Results prove the supremacy of FO-PID controllers and PSO algorithm.
I. INTRODUCTION
Fractional calculus is a generalization of traditional one which is suggested in the letter of Leibniz to L'Hopital, at the late-16th cc. with the assumption of "what if the degree of derivative is non-integer" [1] . Although the long term period until explored, it has not been found many areas to realize in the industry applications or academic studies [2] , [3] . This is the due to the fact that, fractional calculus has heavy calculation on its base. Last two decades, however, it becomes widespread to utilize by favour of the computers and microprocessors which allow to make simpler estimating of fractional calculus. Analyzing the nature, most of the systems cannot fully identify with the integer derivative & integral terms [4] - [7] , on the score of the fact that this result obliges us to define the systems with fractional terms. In this point, fractional calculus is the very key for describing systems which have non-integer derivative and integral terms. During the recent years, it is seen that many systems are expressed with fractional terms. Not only systems representation but also controlling the system with fractional controllers is provides us with more freeness by virtue of extra derivative and integral order parameters.
Artificial intelligence (AI) techniques such as fuzzy systems, evolutionary and heuristic algorithms are mostly used obtaining the parameters in the control systems [8] , [9] . They present effective conclusion for obtaining optimal points of problems by using numerical solution. One of which is genetic algorithm [10] has been found wide application field in the control engineering as a powerful tool searching optimal values. In addition to this type of algorithm, particle swarm optimization [8] , [11] which is thought as one of heuristic algorithm has also suggested for the same intention. PSO is inspired from the movement of flock of birds or school of fishes that similarly GA, optimizes problem by iteratively to obtain best candidates with regard to an accepted criteria. These influential algorithms have been applying many areas in engineering and academic research.
II. FRACTIONAL SYSTEMS
As it mentioned above, the terms integral & derivatives are in the non-integer form for fractional calculus. It is obtained the unit feedback of the system ( 
There are several definitions of fractional calculus realizing to applications in the literature. Grünwald-Letnikov and Riemann-Lioville definitions are the most used and well-known of its definitions. In the paper of Podlubny [12] it is suggested fractional PIDs by improving traditional ones utilizing from fractional calculus. According to the equation 2 it can be easily observed the forms of PIDs by changing the value of the λ and µ. For example, having the degree one, both λ and µ gives the classical PID; if value of λ is one and µ is zero gives the PI controller etc (Fig. 2) . It is clear that taking the orders as a non-integer will make possible the system control more powerful and flexible in the system describing. 
III. CONTROLLER DESIGN STRATEGIES
In the controller design, it grounds onartificial intelligence algorithms, genetic algorithm and particle swarm optimization.
Genetic algorithm (GA) is based on natural evolution that is the survival of the best individual in nature. The algorithm consists of three main phases which are mutation, selection and crossover. Randomly produced individuals are called the candidate solution represent the solution space. The progress starts from a solution set of randomly generated individuals and continue by calculating their fitness value which is desired point in the problem. Until reaching the stopping criteria or maximum iteration, it goes on the evolution that each iteration, individuals are operationalized specific processes which belong to GA (Fig. 3) . Generally, individuals are represented as an array of bits; 0 and 1. Real coded GA is, however, used in the applications to increase comprehensibleness. One of the other AI techniques, particle swarm optimization (PSO) is also very useful and effective algorithm for finding the best solution of optimization problems. With this purpose, PSO is applied to mentioned plant in the study as another optimization algorithm. PSO is originated from social behaviors ofanimals such as bird flocking.
According to algorithm, each individual's movements, called particle drift, are influenced by its local best position and also it is guided to of all best position in the solution space. For this reason, particle position and velocities are updated after each iteration regarding the its best value and equations (3, 4). 
IV. SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENT RESULTS
Simulation and experimental studies are applied for the system of Quanser SRV02 rotary module, motor position control (Fig. 4) . First of all, it is determined mixed performance criteria (5) while finding best parameters of controllers for the mentioned plant. After that, simulations are executed for both algorithms 50 times and solution space checked during the new individuals (for GA) or velocity-positions (for PSO) if any unstable points. In this case any undesired points are dismissed from solutions.
Here w 1 and w 2 weighting coefficients and values are 0.999 and 0.001, respectively. K p proportional gain, K i integral gain, K d derivative gain, λ integral order and µ derivative order are limited for fair comparison of techniques and controllers as accepting the boundaries follows:
To begin with Fig. 5 that it shows the IO-PID controller design with different kinds of algorithms, GA & PSO.
Subsequent curves, Fig. 6 shows the IO-PID controller effects that extra load is added the system at the beginning to observe controller effects to change in the load disturbance. Similarly, Fig. 7 and 8 is worked for the same reason with a different controller, FO-PID. These four outputs reveal the superiority of PSO algorithm over GA for both controller designs. Fig. 9 both IO-PID and FO-PID controllers have been designed by using GA technique that algorithm are executed 50 times, mutation and crossover ratios are chosen as a value of 0.5. At the same thought, experiments are repeated by adding accessional load in order to observe additional load effect to system for both controllers (Fig. 10) . After experiments it has been seen the advantages of the FO-PID controller. Hereunder, even though the designs are realized with several techniques the result which is superiority of FO-PID is the same. Beside the system have robustness the load disturbance. In this paper, it is searched the effectiveness of the artificial intelligence techniques over the fractional and integer PID controllers. While obtaining the results, it is benefit from Quanser SRV02 Rotary Servo Module, position control experiment. First of all, system's best controller parameters are found by using simulations with the mentioned algorithms. Later the parameters found are applied the testing apparatus, position control experiment. On the other hand, it is desired to prove the robustness of the FO-PID controllers against to the load variations. For this purpose, experiments are firstly executed with the initial parameter conditions next, extra load is added to system. According to the study, three main results are obtained that first of all FO-PID structure has superiority over IO-PID controller; secondly FO-PID controller is the robust to the load disturbance. Lastly, PSO algorithm are better and faster than Genetic Algorithm to get optimum parameters of problems and.
